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My Traitor tells the story of Antoine, an idealistic young French violin-maker, who takes a train from Dublin
to Belfast in 1977 and is propelled into the heart of the Falls Road and the Republican movement, and
Ireland's music, suffering and beauty. He meets Tyrone Meehan, a charismatic. high-ranking member of the
IRA, who becomes his friend and mentor, and a symbol of the Irish struggle. As he increasingly identifies
with his newfound home, Antoine leaves behind his life in Paris. Over the next three decades, from the
streets of Belfast to the fields of Donegal, he witnesses the marches, the hunger strikes, the peace process,
learning about bombs, prison, poverty and pride. In 2005 his world implodes when the IRA finally lay down
their arms and Tyrone is revealed as an informer. An intense depiction of the nature of friendship and
loyalty, and the emptiness occasioned by betrayal, My Traitor is a powerful lyric novel - an ode to Northern
Ireland - paying an outsider's tribute to a wounded and extraordinary country. Acclaimed in France, My
Traitor won several award on publication in 2007. One reviewer wrote: 'Why did Chalandon choose to write
a novel rather than a documentary? Because fiction enabled him to go where he couldn't: to meet "his traitor"
face to face, to look him in the eye and ask: "what about our friendship? Was that a lie as well?" We
understand Antoine. We understand Chalandon. He doesn't falter. His book is a rugged account of a terrible
beauty.' 'Terrible and beautiful.' Le Nouvel Observateur 'Fascinating.' L'Express 'A virtuoso novel, sharp as a
knife, that takes us to the very heart of life and its inner struggles. An essential novel that is both burning hot
and icy cold.' Madame Figaro 'The book catches, with remarkable atmospheric accuracy, the claustrophobic
nature of life behind the barricades... As good an account of life behind the barricades in the worst period of
the Troubles that we are likely to get for some time' Irish Independent
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From reader reviews:

Arthur Atwood:

Have you spare time for any day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Yes, you can
choose the suitable activity intended for spend your time. Any person spent all their spare time to take a
stroll, shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book entitled My Traitor?
Maybe it is being best activity for you. You already know beside you can spend your time with the favorite's
book, you can better than before. Do you agree with it has the opinion or you have additional opinion?

Eleanor Sotomayor:

Often the book My Traitor has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you check out this book you can get a lot of
profit. The book was compiled by the very famous author. Tom makes some research just before write this
book. This book very easy to read you can get the point easily after reading this book.

Lisa King:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray an individual, why because this My Traitor e-book written by well-
known writer who really knows well how to make book that can be understand by anyone who else read the
book. Written in good manner for you, leaking every ideas and publishing skill only for eliminate your
current hunger then you still uncertainty My Traitor as good book not merely by the cover but also with the
content. This is one guide that can break don't ascertain book by its include, so do you still needing an
additional sixth sense to pick that!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already said so why you
have to listening to a different sixth sense.

Robert Wilkerson:

As a student exactly feel bored in order to reading. If their teacher questioned them to go to the library or
make summary for some guide, they are complained. Just minor students that has reading's internal or real
their leisure activity. They just do what the professor want, like asked to go to the library. They go to there
but nothing reading very seriously. Any students feel that reading through is not important, boring in
addition to can't see colorful pics on there. Yeah, it is for being complicated. Book is very important for
yourself. As we know that on this period, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, ways to
reach Chinese's country. So , this My Traitor can make you experience more interested to read.
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